Environmental boundaries play a crucial role in spatial navigation and memory across a wide range 2 of distantly-related species. In rodents, boundary representations have been identified at the single-3 cell level in the subiculum and entorhinal cortex of the hippocampal formation. While studies of 4 hippocampal function and spatial behavior suggest that similar representations might exist in humans, 5 boundary-related neural activity has not been identified electrophysiologically in humans until now.
Introduction
teristics of boundary cells in rodents discussed above. The use of environmental boundaries can also 48 be seen in adults (Hermer-Vazquez et al., 1999; Hartley et al., 2004) , and functional neuroimaging 49 studies have established that boundary-based navigation or imagery engages the hippocampus (Doeller 50 et al., 2008; Bird et al., 2010) . Other studies have identified boundary representation of visual scenes 51 and its role in navigation upstream from the hippocampus (Park et al., 2011; Ferrara & Park, 2016;  a central area ("Inner") and compared subjects' mean MSs between the two zones (see Figure 1c -d) . 126 In order to select only those subjects who understood and were able to perform the task, we discarded 127 data from five subjects who performed overall at chance level (t-test against chance MS of 0.5, n.s.).
128
Statistical Analysis of Neural Signals. To compare neural activity between trials in which subjects 129 were successfully encoding both Boundary and Inner locations (rather than being disoriented or inat-130 tentive), we first deleted all trials in which subjects did not successfully encode spatial location (MS < 131 0.73, chosen based on the mean MS across all subjects) in order to to reduce noise. Furthermore, we 132 only included subjects that had at least 5 trials in each category (Boundary/Inner), in order to ensure 133 sufficient sampling. 134 We extracted the oscillatory power at each electrode in three frequency bands: low-theta (1-4 135 Hz), theta (4-10 Hz), and gamma (30-90 Hz). The signals were bandpass filtered in these ranges 136 using a Butterworth filter, notch-filtered at 60 Hz, and the amplitude was extracted with a Hilbert 137 transform (Freeman, 2007) . We then computed the time-averaged power in each band across the 138 5-second encoding period. The power values were then z-scored according to the mean power in that 139 electrode over all encoding periods in the session. 140 We averaged the power over all electrodes from the same hemisphere of a single patient, such 141 that we took one measurement from each hemisphere and used these as the input to our analysis 142 of variance. This was done in order to prevent double-sampling from shared signal sources within 143 different contacts on a subject's medial temporal lobe within one hemisphere. Using this method, we 
Results

149
Behavior. If boundaries are crucial to the neural representation of spatial location, subjects should 150 generally be more accurate in their performance for locations near boundaries than for locations far 151 from boundaries (Hartley et al., 2004) . To test the degree to which subjects rely on the environmental 152 boundaries to perform our task, we divided the environment into two regions with equal areas (an outer 153 rectangular ring ("Boundary") and a central area ("Inner"), see Figure 1c ) and compared subjects' 154 performance as quantified by their memory scores (MS) (see Methods for details). A pairwise t-test 155 revealed that subjects performed better in Boundary trials than in Inner trials ( t(57)=3.74, p=0.0004; 156 see Figure 1d ). These results are consistent with the interpretation that boundaries have a significant Figure 1 : a) Each trial began with a 2 second stationary wait period in which the subject viewed the environment. Once the target object appeared, the subject had 5 seconds of encoding, during which the subject (in the VR environment) was automatically rotated and then driven to the target location. This was repeated from a different starting point, such that there were two encoding trials for each object location. Following the encoding trials, subjects were transported to a new starting point for the test phase and asked to drive themselves back to the goal location and respond by pressing a button. They were shown a map of the goal and their response location and rewarded points accordingly. b) We computed a Memory Score (MS) based on the accuracy percentile, with respect to the chance distribution of responses for each goal location. c) We categorized target locations as being "Boundary" or "Inner" by dividing the rectangular environment into two equal areas with equal aspect ratios. d) Subject-wise distributions of memory scores for Boundary and Inner trials, which indicate that subjects performed better on Boundary trials overall. First row: Examples of power spectra from individual electrodes for Boundary and Inner trials. Line thickness indicates standard error. Asterisks indicate parts of the spectra where Boundary and Inner trials significantly differ (t-tests at each frequency, p<0.05). Second row: Trial-by-trial plot of power in theta frequency oscillations for each corresponding electrode above it. Slopes of the best fit lines that negatively deviate from zero show that theta power is stronger at closer distances to a wall boundary.
